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The Cursed King — A dragon roamed the kingdom
by Trickster32

Summary

Betrayal, a cursed King, and a young Potions Master is the key to save the cursed King and
the Kingdom of Hogwarts. Will the Forces of Evil win, or will the King avenge himself and
finds true happiness?

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Trickster32/pseuds/Trickster32


Cursed by an Evil Warlock

Chapter Summary

A betrayal, a cursed king... and the start of the Dark Age for the Kingdom of Hogwarts...

Once upon a time in the Kingdom of Hogwarts — which was the British Isles, a young and
wise king — King Marvolo V. Slytherin, reigned. With his reign came peace, prosperity, and
the free usage of magic. Unfortunately, it also created greed, envy, and ambition in the hearts
of his countless enemies. His most powerful enemy was the evil Warlock – Albion the
Scourge.

Over the decades of King Slytherin’s rule, Albion gained a huge following falsely posing as
the Lord of Light, one of Lady Magic’s chosen. What no one knew was that he and his ex-
lover Gellert Grindelwald had actually sacrificed and brutally slain the true Lord of the Light,
in order to gain the power of one of Magick’s chosen. It was not even a decade after he
started gaining followers that Albion would be slain at the hands of a younger relative of his
— Albus, who had seduced Albion’s ex-lover, Gellert into his arms. Rumour stated that
Albus lost his sanity as punishment from the deities, but this really only made him more
dangerous to all living beings. To prevent, that anyone figured out the truth, Albus wore a
glamour, that made him looked exactly like Albion — and only Gellert had known the truth.

 

Albus really believed himself to be the embodiment of light. He wanted to restrict the Old
Ways and dark magic, while ruling the British Isles with an iron fist. Unfortunately for Albus,
the British Isles was under the rule of the young King Slytherin who had been educated by
the most powerful and knowledgeable of wixen, that existed on the British Isles.

Seers and Prophets roaming the British Hills had promised the king that someday he would
meet his future spouse – who would be a young and fertile submissive, with dark eyes and
hair…and skin of Alabaster. If the king and the submissive should consummate their union,
then the British Isles and the Kingdom of Hogwarts would usher in a new Golden Age.

 

This was something that Albion(Albus) wanted to prevent. He was the only one who should
be allowed to reign over Hogwarts and Britannia. Therefore, he planned to invade Marvolo’s
realm and overwhelm the King, before cursing him with the darkest of curses. No — he
would not kill him…that would be too nice. Instead the king would suffer by being forced to



live the rest of his days as a dragon. A dragon who felt compelled to destroy his own
kingdom, until someone ended the beast’s life.

 

Only the destined mate of the king would be able to break the curse and give Marvolo his
human body back, after they had consummated their union for the first time. However, that
was an event that the warlock wanted to prevent at all costs. As soon as he took power, he
would send out his most loyal and ruthless followers, with the command to abduct all virginal
submissives that had been born in the Kingdom of Hogwarts – no matter their gender. Once
they had been captured, they were to be presented to him. They would be kept in Albion’s
royal harem and forced to sexually satisfy their new king and master.

A traitor to the king allowed Albion’s army access to the castle and audience hall, while
silencing all wards and spells that could warn the royal army of their presence. King Marvolo
stood from his throne in fury, as Albion’s army barged into the hall. A series of crucios
quickly incapacitated the young monarch, while Albion chuckled evilly.

 

“How delightful to see you suffer, Your Majesty. From this day onward, the Kingdom of
Hogwarts will belong to me. I am now the new king. But do not worry…I will not kill you,
my dear boy. Oh, no…I have something far worse and permanent in mind for you. The Curse
of the Mad Dragon will change you into a dangerous beast and force you to roam and lay
destruction to your own kingdom until you are slain. Or until you are able to find your
destined mate, the only one who will be able to remove the curse from you”, Albion gloated.

Albion’s magic had propelled the young king to the center of the room. As Marvolo was held
by invisible chains, Albion cursed him with the dark curse, but not before he had used a
cursed knife to cut dozens of insulting and demeaning words into the naked flesh of the
young king. Afterwards, a dozen crucios hit the infuriated and weak dragon before a portkey
spell was used to exile Marvolo to the far end of the kingdom. Albion, the Scourge crowned
himself with the crown he had stolen from the bloodied hair of his defeated enemy, before
taking his place on the throne.

 

“Send out messengers, my reign starts today! Let it be known that all virginal submissives
who have not yet been claimed – no matter their age or gender, must be brought to the palace
immediately. They are all my property now. It is important that no one remains that will be
able to free the poor unlucky king from my curse. In addition, every seer – no matter how
weak their gift may be, must be captured and enslaved to do my bidding”, ordered Albion.

 

“As you wish, Master”, replied one of his most loyal advisors…and then asked, “Should we
also offer a reward to those idiots who think they are able to slay a dragon?”



 

“No, not yet. Let us wait to see how much damage the cursed dragon will be able to create
before we really start to make his life a living hell”, chuckled Albion. “But you can check the
royal taxes to see if we need to greatly increase them should the sheeple not accept my reign,
Rutger”, Albion continued.

 

“Of course, my king. It will be done. May your reign never end, sire!”, Rutger replied.

This had been the start of the dark ages for the Kingdom of Hogwarts. No one outside of
Albion and his most loyal followers knew of Marvolo’s fate. The traitor — who believed that
he would be rewarded for his act of treason, had been publicly executed. The borders were
closed. Leaving the isles without royal permission was impossible, and should one attempt to
leave and be caught, the one trying to flee along with their whole family would be enslaved
to the king or end up as ‘toys’ for his army. All taxes had been raised — muggles having to
pay a much higher amount of gold, or work themselves to the bone in numerous mines, fields
or do anything and everything in service to the crown.

 

Added to the horror that befell the kingdom was the terrifying story of a dragon, with skin
that shimmered black, green and silver, and had a big appetite. It was said that if one did not
find a way to appease the dragon, whole villages, fields, and livestock would be destroyed.
Most no longer dared to go out after dark, because it was at this time that Albion allowed his
followers to do as they pleased.

 

Of course there had been rumours that the cursed king had been hidden somewhere high in
the Scottish part of Britannia, and that he was threatening the village of Hogsmeade, but
Albion did not seem to be willing to put an end to this foe or to the rumours. No matter how
the cries of his subjects filled the air. He was the absolute king and, really — there was
nothing that satisfied him more than those screams of anguish.

And he was much more invested in finding the mirror of Erised than worrying about the
trivial concerns of his people. The mirror was known to lure its victims in. But what most
wixen were not aware of was that for those who knew the right spell, the mirror would not
only show the future, but also all wixen who had been born in Britannia. The mirror could
even be used to discover the destined mates of any wixen in Britannia. And Albion wanted
this mirror at any cost. He wanted to be sure that he would be able to prevent the young
cursed king from ever escaping his curse, and to ensure that his reign would never end.

 



As Lady Magic had cursed the evil warlock for his evil deeds, he would be driven to lust
after a young wix who had not been born yet. A wix with dark eyes and hair, and skin like
alabaster. He would be a natural submissive, extremely powerful, and capable of bearing
children after having unprotected intercourse with a powerful male wix. Sometimes the
shadows mockingly whispered the name “Severus”, and also let him know that he would not
be able to find him in time. Magick protected the sole hope for the Kingdom of Hogwarts,
but Albion was too far gone to care about or accept that.

 

He had vowed that he would find and claim the young wix, crippling the magick within the
kingdom even further. Anytime he had forcefully enslaved a young submissive, Albion
received a huge increase in his powers. The old fiend knew this only too well and had
exploited it since his early youth. He thoroughly enjoyed breaking those delicious wixen…
playing with their fears until they eventually would submit to the tyrant.

 



Hogsmeade in trouble

Chapter Summary

Meeting the citizens of Hogsmeade - Marauders are making trouble... (20 years after the
King had been cursed!)

Chapter Notes

A little gift for all of my readers, many thanks to my beta Lizzybeth74

Many thanks for https://www.fanfiction.net/s/6586583/1/The-Prince-s-Harem - and the
creative idea of the "testicle twister"...^^

Over the years, the cursed dragon had ventured north, and had found a series of caves near
the magical village of Hogsmeade. It seemed that no muggles had lived in it for centuries.
And the Scottish wilderness seemed to soothe the curse a tiny bit.

 

Twenty years had passed since Albion violently took power in the Kingdom of Hogwarts.
High taxes and a ruthless army helped in maintaining a delicate peace on the British Isles.
The citizens had learned that defiance was meant with brutal force. Anyone who dared to riot
would see their whole family pay a gruesome price. Muggles would be turned into slaves or
killed on the spot – but for wixen, things were much worse. This, of course, ensured that the
mood of the sheeple was dark…even if they no longer dared to oppose the false king.

Albion had eventually been murdered by his ex-lover Gellert. Now Gellert and Albion’s
nephew, Albus – the multicoloured peacock, ruled over the British Isles with an iron fist.
Albus was even more ruthless and dangerous than his uncle had been. He even looked almost
identical to his late uncle. The main difference was his coppery red hair and baby blue eyes,
while Albion had had white hair and a long beard.

 

No longer would anyone dare to oppose the imposters. Gellert often led groups of soldiers to
investigate the cold tracks of the cursed dragon – for the king had promised a high reward for
whoever brought him the head of the beast. After all, there was no way that Gellert, Albus, or
their minions could afford to wait for a chance that the curse might someday be broken and



for the rightful king to return to the throne. They didn’t want to take any chances even though
the possibility of the curse being broken was slim. After all, how possible could it be that the
cursed monarch would be able to find his destined mate…which was the only way for him to
be freed from the curse?

While things were more or less moving along elsewhere, the people of Hogsmeade had other
problems to deal with. A group of bored noblemen calling themselves - the Marauders – had
set their eyes on the picturesque village and had started to harass the villagers, especially the
young half-blood apothecary, Severus Snape. The harassment had started int their childhood
as they’d all attended Hogwarts. The feud began after they had been sorted into their houses –
Gryffindor and Slytherin. Severus’ friendship with a young muggleborn girl and her family
irked James Potter – one of the ringleaders. But alas, Lily Evans was a loyal friend – a
firebrand, and she was not willing to give up on the boy who had opened the doors of
knowledge for her, regarding magic.

 

Of course, it helped that her family looked on Severus like he was another family member.
For it was only due to his potions knowledge that her family survived a dangerous pandemic.
The Evans family fully supported Severus and his mother after his muggle sire – Tobias, had
been killed in an accident in the local mill in Cokeworth. Tobias’ death had been the reason
that both families left Cokeworth and moved to Scotland. An incident with one of the
children and accidental magic ensured that the blocked magical core of the Evans family was
freed. Eileen Prince loved to teach them about magical culture, traditions and laws, while the
Evans family helped Eileen understand the strange customs of the muggle world.

 

To avoid additional grievances with the bored nobles, Severus decided to apprentice with a
local apothecary – Mr. Solomon Merryweather, after the school agreed to let him take his
OWLS and NEWTS during his 5th year. Mr. Merryweather was not only one of the most
famous Scottish Potions Masters, but he was also an excellent wards-smith, which was
another skill he enjoyed teaching his young apprentice. No one with malicious intent was
able to step over the threshold of the apothecary. It was one of the few places that offered
sanctuary to Severus, where he could study in peace and quiet without having to fear any
trouble caused by the Marauders.

Mr. Merryweather was also Severus’ stepfather. He had begun to court Eileen even before
Severus started his schooling at Hogwarts and he had decided to offer his stepson advanced
lessons. Merryweather knew that he wanted to keep the apothecary within then family, and he
intended that Severus be prepared. Io and behold he was not disappointed as at 17 years old,
Severus became the youngest Potions Master in centuries.

 

The Evans family had opened an inn. However, due to their problems with the Marauders,
they – along with many other shop owners, had to set up new wards to keep them out. Things



weren’t always easy but luckily the staff members helped them establish new, stronger wards.
Hogsmeade was viewed as part of the school, therefore the villagers’ safety and neutrality
were paramount.

The Marauders harassment was all for nothing as Severus had never even been interested in
girls. He viewed Petunia and Lily as cousins – overbearing busybodies for sure, but beloved
cousins. They each even call the others’ parents ‘aunt’ & ‘uncle’. Unfortunately, it seemed as
if James Potter and his goons were too thick to see the truth.

 

The Marauders should have had something other than harassing the villagers of Hogsmeade
occupying their minds. For one thing, Sirius Black had managed to be kicked out of his own
family due to his immaturity and poor behaviour and had been moved to the Potter estate. He
was only able to inherit a small portion of the fortune from his late uncle Alphard. The
majority of that fortune had ended up as a dowry for Andromeda Tonks née Black and her
future daughters. Andromeda had married a muggleborn who had served in the Royal Guard
before being honourably discharged after returning from the war. Active soldiers were not
allowed to marry however, the Crown saw fit to gift him with a small estate near Hogsmeade
and helped him study to become a healer after his discharge. Andromeda had specialised in
midwifery and infants, while her husband became one of the most famous wizard surgeons.

 

Sirius’ grandfather – Lord Arcturus Black, had generously allowed Sirius to keep his legal
name and his trust vault along with all his clothing and personal items that had been obtained
before his majority. Nothing more. The vaults of his family and the family estates and all
heirlooms were forever out of his reach. His offspring would also be unable to claim anything
that belonged to the Ancient and Noble House of Black. In yet another scandal, Sirius refused
to enlist in the military in service to the Crown as was usual for the nobility.

 

Lord Potter’s family had long since broken their ties to the Crown and had no problem
accepting Sirius as a foster son. They even gave him a job as groundskeeper for their main
estate – though the majority of the duties still rested on the shoulders of the senior
groundskeeper and would likely remain that way for the next two decades or so. Time which
the bored nobles used to make nuisances of themselves.

The Marauders had – unsuccessfully, tried to gain admittance to the exclusive Auror
Academy, but they were denied entry. This only fuelled their anger which they then took out
on the locals. Had the Marauders been paying attention instead of causing mischief and
mayhem, they might have noticed that one of their number was making plans for bigger and
better things and intended to win the best prize. And their friend had no intention of sharing
the spoils.

 



Peter Pettigrew was the only son of a poor noble family, who had lost the majority of their
wealth due to an ancestor with a gambling addiction. This ancestor had made the mistake of
trying to hook up with the betrothed maiden of a powerful local duke. This resulted in the
entire family line being cursed for the next ten generations. The curse was meant to enhance
all of their flaws…including greed and paired these flaws with bad luck. The curse could
only be broken if a member of the family found the courage to make amends to both families
and was willing to go on a quest for the Goblins that would restore their family honour. Only
then would their inheritance be returned to the family line along with their family grimoire
which had been entrusted to the Gringotts Goblins. Needless to say, the curse was still in
force and was quite powerful as most of the Pettigrew family had no desire to deal with the
Goblins.

Peter — who had yearned for recognition, a huge fortune and vast lands, had been
surprisingly lucky in his young life. He had, after all, been invited to become a part of the
notorious Marauders. Even more surprising was how easily he could influence the other three
members of the group without them having a clue. He had even become quite an
accomplished spy using his animagus form – a brown gutter rat, to sniff out information
which he used for his personal gain. He was in his form when he uncovered an astonishing
secret.

Peter could not believe what he had learned when he discovered that Severus wore a glamour
to hide his true looks and his gender, and that Severus was in fact a male bearer. After being
fortunate enough to see Severus without his glamour, the rat was determined that this
beautiful prince would be his…no matter what it took. Peter thought that his being
triumphant in a quest for the Goblins should be helpful in accomplishing this. Especially
when he got his friends to accompany him. Of course, Peter planned that he would be the
only Marauder that was alive at the end of the quest. It should be quite easy to get the others
drunk and have them sign a document – using a blood quill, making Peter their only heir.

 

Peter had decided to locate a legendary pendant that was rumoured to force a male bearer to
submit to the holder of the pendant. The male bearer would be unable to refuse or reject the
holder of the pendant, and this was exactly what Peter would need to finally stake his claim
on his prize. Peter was extremely keen to succeed in his quest. He knew for certain that he
would never be able to keep Severus for himself if any of the other Marauders were to learn
the truth, and he would do everything in his power to prevent them from doing so. James and
Sirius were much too arrogant to allow such a temptation to escape their clutches and Lupin’s
werewolf would be able to recognise a fertile male who was able to give him babies that
would not be affected by his curse.

Remus Lupin was the son of an infamous werewolf hunter and Defence Against the Dark
Arts Master – John Lyall Lupin. Remus had been bitten by the ruthless Alpha werewolf,
Fenrir Greyback when he was a small boy - not yet five years old. The attack had been an act
of vengeance against Remus’ father. Greyback had once saved John Lupin’s life during an



extremely dangerous storm, however, John refused to accept that he owed a life debt to a
filthy dark creature. John used his tracking skills to find Greyback’s lair and brutally
slaughtered every single soul within the camp – but that wasn’t the worst of his crimes.
Unfortunately, he encountered Greyback’s beautiful mate and their small son, and tortured
and raped them both before impaling them to the ground with silver stakes and chains and
burning them alive.

 

It had been said that this was the reason why Greyback turned into an insane beast. The shock
and horror of losing his mate and his child - along with the rest of his pack, sent him out of
his mind. He tracked down Lupin’s family and abducted Remus before turning him. As a
small act of mercy, he first fed Remus an herbal tea to sedate him. Greyback also marked him
with his claws signifying that Remus was his heir. The Alpha had been able to smell that
Remus had been infected with a deadly illness which could only be defeated by the
Lycanthropy virus. It was the reason why Greyback started to hunt children, as the strange
illness had appeared out of the blue – but for unknown reasons, it only infected children.
Those few who survived lost any will to stand up against bullies and became mindless
sycophants. The only exception was if they were turned into werewolves as very young
children. Then the disease couldn’t take root in their young minds. Greyback then prepared to
take his new heir and cross the Channel with his precious cargo, Lupin’s hunters caught up
with them and forced Greyback to run lest he risk Remus’ life.

The strange illness had actually been intentionally spread. It had been another of Albion’s
favourite methods to weaken the citizens of his future realms. Any survivors of the illness
would be 100% loyal to Albion and his family. They would never realise that they were
nothing more than sleeper agents just waiting on the signal to attack.

 

John had never forgiven Remus for messing up his life, and from the day of his infection
forward, he treated the boy as an unwanted bastard. Beatings were common, and Remus was
given only meagre rations and rags for clothing. Remus’ mother – a beautiful painter known
as Hope Lowell, was no longer allowed to interact with her son. Married to a pureblood
wizard, Hope was totally dependent on John, and his wards made her a prisoner on the small
estate.

 

For years, Remus had been forced to act like the family dog. A strong glamour and warding
charms ensured that nobody would even remember that John had a son. Circumstances only
changed once the boy had received an invitation to attend Hogwarts after the resident Potions
Master – Damocles Belby, created the Wolfsbane Potion. Belby was interested in teaching
young Remus how to harvest potion ingredients.

 



John became an insane and violent drunk who often raged about how much he would enjoy
exterminating all werewolves on the British Isles, and have their pelts turned into winter
clothes for those in high society. Life was so hard for him that Remus had started to believe
that he had been condemned to hell. But just like all boys, he continued to grow and develop
and soon enough, he experienced puberty. When he dared to explore his sexual urges, he was
faced with yet another cruel beating from his father, who he was forced to call Master Lupin
– he called his mother, Mistress Lupin.

Remus’ parents had died during his 5th year at Hogwarts, and he became a ward of the
school. But he still spent most of his holidays with the Marauders. He and Peter lost their
virginity to James and Sirius who enjoyed using them as constant stress relievers. The two
boys had long ago learned to just accept it since – as long as they didn’t fight against it,
James and Sirius would allow them to be properly stretched and lubed instead of being taken
dry and risking tearing and infections.

 

This was one of the reasons that Remus hadn’t dared to try and stop the two malicious nobles
from sexually harassing Severus on the day of their DADA OWL. It just wasn’t worth the
punishment. He had later consoled his guilty conscious with the thought that at least they
hadn’t gone the whole way. They had only removed his trousers and pants…nothing more.
Besides, Lily ‘Firebrand’ Evans had put an early stop to their fun and hexed them without
mercy. She punished them with the testicle twister, blue balls and a babbling spell. And
they were unable to use their wands without confessing their latest crime to the headmaster
and the staff.

 

But why did Remus think that Severus smelled like ripe peaches and make him want to
explore the naked, trembling body that had been in front of him? He could not explain it, but
since it was the last time Severus was seen at school and since the apothecary had been
warded against them, he hadn’t been able to figure it out.

And now this – rumours of a dangerous rogue dragon being sighted near Hogsmeade. It was
obvious that James and Sirius thought it all sounded like a daring adventure, but the dragon
had burned their amours to a crisp and people had been badly injured with scars that would
not heal. Fear began to take root within the area. Some of the more cowardly groups even
suggested that they attempt to appease the dragon with virgin sacrifices. After all, didn’t
those muggle myths confirm that this worked every time? At the very least, perhaps it would
help to distract the dragon so that there was time to try and figure out a way to execute him.
Even if the virgin that was sacrificed did not survive the ordeal – it was all for the Greater
Good.

 

Some suggested that a delegation be sent to the Royal Court to request assistance. Alas, the
distance between Hogsmeade and London was too much. Apparition into the fortified capital



had become impossible over the last twenty years. Those who had managed to land in Oxford
would not be able to enter the town or receive an audience at the Royal Palace without the
proper documents.

 

Peter suggested that they not poke a sleeping dragon and offered another option for adventure
instead. He knew that any hint of an adventure would quickly gain their attention. He
suggested that they go on a quest for Goblins. Goblins were known for returning favours…
and also knowing how to tame dragons.

Of course, what no one knew was that the Royal Court already knew about their predicament,
and that an elite team of the King’s personal guard was on the way to Hogsmeade, led by
King Albus I and his advisor, Gellert. A Vision had terrified them. It showed that the cursed
king could be freed from the curse if they did not reach Hogsmeade before Samhain. A
submissive male bearer was living in the village, and he was the key to breaking the curse.
That could not be allowed to happen.

 

But nothing spoke against claiming this precious treasure for the Royal Harem, and finally
killing the dragon. Twenty years should have been more than enough time to enjoy his
suffering, and the dead dragon’s head could be mounted in the audience hall to serve as a
clear warning to any rebellious group. The dragon’s skin would be used for new armour to
protect the king and advisor against any assassination attempts.

 

 



The Potter curse

Chapter Summary

A bit background about the Potter family...

Chapter Notes

Another unedited chapter - enjoy^^

It was a well kept secret among the Potter family, that once upon a time one of their ancestors
had been cursed by a powerful magician, the curse had given them a bit of leeway, but
everything must end. And to make it worse, the curse had a forgotten clause, that as soon as
another Potter behaved like his infamous ancestor, then the curse will strike mercilessly.

 

It could only be broken, when the guilty party either be able to convince a strong muggleborn
wixen or a powerful half-blood wixen to marry them for love. The curse would also trigger
an obsession with muggleborns and half-blood wixen, should the cursed offspring encounter
them before their 15th birthday. Therefore many of the Potter heirs hadn’t been allowed to
mingle with unknown wixen and at times even send to pureblood academies, just to avoid
any triggering of the curse.

Unfortunately, the Potters hadn’t known, that their precious heir James had managed to
trigger the curse anew, since his behaviour did practically emulate his infamous ancestor. It
also didn’t help, that the headmaster Gaylord Lockhart, who was a spineless sycophant and
trying to get in the good books of the magical nobility, destroy any records of pureblood
bullying, and never informed the parents about it. Otherwise the descent into madness for
James Potter could have easily be prevented.

 

It had even gotten worse, since the curse triggered an earlier puberty and feed the obsession
of the cursed wixen. Therefore James did started to develop wet dreams, before turning 12
years old, even when he was unable to remember most of them. He wanted nothing more
than dominating Lily Evans & Severus Snape-Prince, no matter what it takes.



Now having learned about the Royal Guard, the young noble consider seriously to become
their new commander, since the King had ensured many privileges for them, especially the
right to claim any unwed virginal wixen, before their 25th birthday. He had no doubts, that he
would be able to pass any test the would give him, and then lovely Lily Evans would be his.
Knowing that his parents wouldn’t be happy about it, but he was their only child, and they
were never able to say No to him, therefore nothing can go wrong.

 

Instead of accompanying Peter on his quest, why not convincing his best mate to join the
Royal Guard and having the times of their lives. Let Peter and Remus following old wives
tales, while he and Sirius enjoy their time in the capital and reaping their justified rewards.

But what should they do about the dragon? Hm, a virginal sacrifice should keep the beast
occupied, or give them time to slaughter it, after the beast is no longer on its guard. Lovely
Lily Evans would surely be willing to sign any document, that James handed her, just to
assure her, that he will be keeping her cousin safe from any harm. And should she be trying
to be difficult, then the Slytherin will end up as dragon bait.

 

Sirius had quite often mocked the shy Slytherin, that no witch would be willing to go to third
base, and that he would die a virgin. Naturally this had only resulted in getting hexed by Lily
Evans with the vicious testicle twister, and blue balls, that annoyed the horny Black heir. Of
course, it didn’t stop the Marauders from harassing Severus until he left Hogwarts, they were
the kings of the school, and the other students should just accept it, and not ruining their fun.

 

And still, James couldn’t deny it, that he and Sirius did share the same dark obsession of
wanting to force the Slytherin to submit to any of their sick wishes, and to accept their
dominance. Unfortunately, this didn’t happen, the Slytherin couldn’t be underestimated, if
they only attack him on their own, he had managed to fight them off. It was infuriating, a
mere half-blood shouldn’t be able to do that!

 

Sharing his insane idea with Sirius, the disowned Black chuckled maliciously, as he
suggested to snatch the Slytherin on the next new moon, since the Slytherin would be
gathering potions ingredients, and his guard would be down. Full Moon would be too
dangerous, since werewolves are rumoured to be living in the Forbidden Forest, and they
couldn’t risk to be stopped by any of the dark creatures.

 

Sirius suggested to use an anti-magic-collar on their victim, just to remember the slimy
snake, that Marauders always win. James agreed eagerly, it satisfied his black heart, and



should the Slytherin still trying to fight back, James will be delighted to snap Snivellus’
wand, before setting the broken pieces on fire.

 

They just need to get their hands on the necessary items, and then capture the slimy snake to
bait the dragon. James and Sirius were convinced, that they could slay the dragon, or be able
to start a new life in the capital, without losing any sleep, due to the lurking doom for the
villagers.

But James didn’t want to leave without Lily Evans, a second anti-magic-collar wouldn’t be
such a bad idea to tame the muggleborn witch. Naturally, he would enjoy to remind her, that
her cousin only had to suffer, due to her own stubbornness, that should break her will easily.
And if she is still difficult, then nightmare potions should do the trick, until she no longer
dare to do anything without the permission of her new husband.



Making a new friend

Chapter Summary

The first meeting between Dragon & Potions Master...

Chapter Notes

Another unedited chapter...enjoy^^

It had been years since Marvolo had been cursed by the fiends who taken over his kingdom,
and he been forced to roam the country as a vicious dragon. And still, since coming to this
part of his kingdom, the curse seems to become more dormant, as if something was trying to
tell him, that someday the curse will be broken.

 

He had even found a spacious cave, that granted him shelter and had enough space for his
growing dragon hoard. Using some of his free time, he did even create a space for his
destined mate. Growling in delight, as he dreamed about showing his mate the hoard and to
keep him safe.

However, he had never dreamed, what would happen, as he tried to hunt a herd of hippogriffs
in the nearby forest and got injured by a rockfall. Marvolo didn’t wake up, until nightfall, and
his front leg had a deep gash, that was still bleeding badly. A quite sound make him turn his
head and he noticed a male wixen, who carried a basket full of ingredients.

 

Severus tries to relax his breathing, he had heard rumours about a dragon, but he had never
believe to ever see him. As he noticed the bleeding injury, he put down the basket, and slowly
went closer, trying to sooth the dragon’s fury.

 

“Hush, I just want to help you. Let me help you, please.”, asked Severus.

 



Perplexed Marvolo allowed the wixen to come closer. He hissed, as Severus used a spell to
clean the injury from any debris, then using a spell to stop the bleeding. Looking fearlessly
into the big eyes of the dragon, Severus began to chant “ Vulnera Sanentur“ , until the injury
healed without leaving a single scar behind.

Severus slumped down, his face ashen, since he had used a lot of his magic to heal the
vicious wound. Marvolo carefully grabbed him, so that he wouldn’t fell to the floor. The
human’s scent didn’t annoy him. On the contrary, he would enjoy to rub this scent all over his
scales, or even to keep him as his pet forever. What’s wrong with him? Humans or wixen are
not to be viewed in that light.

 

And still, he wanted to keep him, to kiss those lips and to claim the tempting wixen, before
someone else could taint him. Inhaling again, Marvolo consider to mark the wixen, but
maybe it’ll be better to resist. Peaches and sandalwood an interesting combination, oh, he
could enjoy to feed peaches to his pet, or see him as a part of his hoard. Who should stop
him?

Never knowing, that a trio of Centaurs are watching them, Firenze consider to confront the
dragon, but knew better than going against any orders of the tribe leader. Bane sneered, he
knew, that the dragon is the cursed king, and he assumed, that he had finally found his mate.

 

“We should inform the dragon about it, so that he can properly and secretly court the Potions
Master”, suggested Firenze. “They’ve met, just like the planets foretold it to happen.”

 

“Yeah right, why should we do that?”, sneered Bane. “We do not interfere with their lives,
although for a wixen, he’s not so bad.”

Severus groaned and woke up, still being cradled by the dragon. The hissing didn’t want him
to wet himself in fear, rather he felt hot and began to blush. What’s happening to him, he
couldn’t be attracted to a dragon? Oh, Merlin, that’s embarassing.

 

The dragon snorted, that was fun, hm how far did the blush go? Maybe he should keep him,
so that he can satisfy his curiosity?

 

Severus did focus on his Occlumency, he couldn’t allow himself to freak out, before
apparating himself out of the Dragon’s grasp. He did summon his basket, and apparated



directly to the village border.

 

Nope, he wouldn’t tell anyone about his strange experience. Maybe he can soon forget it, at
least he could hope, right?

Marvolo on the other hand was intrigued. And soon began plotting, how to meet his wixen
again. After all, he had already began to stake a claim on him, and who should stop him now?
But first he needs to prepare his hoard, so that his wixen will be able to live with him, and
maybe he should ensure, that he can’t leave him again.

 

It was time to study dragon magic, and then he will court his wixen, before someone else can
taint him, he did enjoy his plan. Of course, he would also now begin to spend some of his
time following his tempting wixen around, so that he can repay the favour, or just to remind
him, to whom he belonged.

 

This night did the cursed dragon slept extremely well, and his dreams were filled with the
mysterious young wixen, who will soon be the most precious part of his dragon hoard. No
matter, what it takes, he will be his!



A secret admirer?

Chapter Summary

Dragon courting, and cunning Peter...

Chapter Notes

Another unedited chapter - enjoy...^^

A few days after encountering the dragon, Severus had done his utmost to forget it,
unfortunately, it shouldn’t be. Suddenly baskets full of gifts appear on his doorstep. Who is
behind this madness? It also doesn’t help, that Petunia and Lily did find it funny and try to
pry into it. Even going so far as trying to set up a stake-out, to be able to pounce on the
admirer, the next time a gift got left behind.

 

Without any lucky, but needless to say, Severus wasn’t amused. And it didn’t take long until
the villagers heard about it, and starting a betting pool about it. At least the Marauders seems
not interested in it at all, or it would have been only much worse. But why did the bane of his
existence didn’t mock him about it as usual?

Well, Peter hadn’t been willing to give up his only chance, therefore with Remus’ help he
invited James & Sirius to a tavern in another town for a hearty meal and drinks. From his
meagre savings, Peter had bought a powder, that can be added to their drinks, and will make
the victim sign anything that the wizard wants them to do.

 

Due to their school days, Peter had known, that James and Sirius were able to drink at least 5
tankards of strong alcohol, before falling asleep. It was much too easy to offer them a new
drink, while admiring their ideas, and then letting the drunken duo sign a magical contract
with a blood quill. A contract, that enslaved them to Peter’s family should they try to refuse
the quest, and also permanently rip out their magical cores. Their magical cores would added
to Peter’s, making him much stronger, but nobody needs to know.

 



However, the contract wasn’t enough, the duo needs to confirm, that they were slaves,
otherwise the magick wouldn’t accept it. But this wasn’t so difficult, you just need to ask the
correct questions, and Peter was a true master at this game.

 

Before the evening was over, both Marauders confirmed their new slave status, which erased
them also from their family tapestries forever. They were doomed, but due to the contract,
none of them will bother to ask or even complain about it ever again. Magic would also
punish them, should they try to insult Peter again.

 

As a final act of kindness, while Remus paid their tabs, did Peter carry them to their carriage
and put them on the straw. It’s not the first time, he had returned them home like that. But
never again. The supplies are already in the wagon, and a few weapons for protection and
hunting. They would leave at sunrise, but for the unlucky duo a new life would start, and they
are suddenly at the bottom of the feed chain.

 

Peter was quite certain that the pendant would be hidden somewhere on the British Isles, and
he had no qualms of using Remus’ superior wolf senses to give them an advantage for their
quest. However first they need to locate the legendary seer, who had been the last to once
upon a time holding the pendant for some time. Named after the tragic seer of Troy –
Cassandra Trelawney was the most famous among the British seers, and most of her
prophecies comes true. The same couldn’t be said for her cousin – Sybil Trelawney, who was
believed to be a fraud, and a drunk, but she was extremely keen to usurp her cousin, and she
was easily bribed, too.

 

Of course, Peter had heard the rumours, that Sybil had been cursed with bad luck and alcohol
addiction, after failing to seduce a young scion of the Lestrange dynasty. Why are witches so
crazy? Peter couldn’t understand it, but he had no doubt, that Sybil Trelawney would be the
key to succeed in his quest. Maybe he should offer her a threesome with his new slaves and a
small bag full of galleons for her assistance.

Firstly, Peter needed to test how much control he had over his new slaves, after James and
Sirius woke up from their hangover. As usual both had to insult Remus and Peter, but the
magic did punish them, as they got whipped by an invisible whip, and they experience a
beastly testicle twister, which didn’t stop until they’ve grovel at their master’s feet.

 

“Don’t forget this lesson, boys”, sneered Peter. “We’ve got work to do. Do as you’re told or
I’ll be pimping you out to any hag we’ve encounter on our way. I do not joke about it. The
pink toad would probably love to enjoy a few hours with both of you.”



 

James and Sirius couldn’t believe their ears. Peter had to be joking. He couldn’t be so cruel,
and he was a weakling, who wouldn’t be able to keep them in line. However, at the moment
they do not dare to openly disobey him again.

 

“Excellent. Sirius change into your grim, you’re going to sniff out Trelawney, shouldn’t be
too difficult. Be a good mutt, and you’ll be getting a nice juicy steak later. Potter, you’ve
heard about the dragon, that roams the country? Good, we’ll be trying to swindle some riches
from the nearby villages and towns. However to make this work, you have to learn how to
permanently change your animagus appearance from a common stag, into a white or a golden
stag. I’ll give you time until the next new moon, don’t disappoint me!”, informed them Peter
gleefully.

 

“Why can’t Remus do it”, muttered Sirius rebelliously, before he got kicked into the dust, by
the werewolf.

 

“Don’t talk back, slave! I’ve much important things to do. I’ll be back within the week with
new information about our quest, Peter. I know that you will not let them get away with such
an attitude, and I’m looking forward to teach them a few lessons, too.”, replied Remus, as he
waved back at his partner in crime, before apparating away.

In his dragon cave did Marvolo had a very hard time trying to create a gift for the young
Potions Master. He wanted to make a necklace of flowers, dragon scales and gems, with a
golden chain, but the delicate flowers did give him a hard time. He was certain that it would
look stunning on his chosen mate.

 

Who would have thought, that he would voluntarily try to do something so childish as a
flower chain, but it should be worth it, just to watch the Potions Master’s reaction to this
incredible gift. And still, he did huff now and then, whenever the flowers seems to crumble
between his big clawed hands. But he persisted and the finished necklace looked incredible.
The dragon smiled, before glancing outside. Dusk seems to be coming soon, which would
allow him to leave behind his next basket of surprises for the lovely Potions Master.

 

It takes all his self-restraint not just to grab the young wixen and to fly with him back to his
cave, so that he can enjoy his scent and to claim him immediately. Not now, but soon, he’ll be
claiming this tempting wixen. Oh, how he was looking forward to it. He really needs to study
those tomes more thoroughly, so that he can calculate the best opportunity to succeed. The



Potions Master will soon be belonging to the dragon, never wanting to leave him, or even
dreaming of being with someone else.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!
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